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ABOUT OLD DOMINION UNIVERSITY
About ODU http://www.odu.edu/about





BACKGROUND ON MIGRATION PROCESS
Sharing Insight and Experience from an Alma Implementation by Mike Rogers at the 
eBUG 2015
DEBUT OF NEW JOURNALS A-Z
Sharing Insight and Experience from an Alma Implementation by Mike Rogers at the 
eBUG 2015
WHAT IS LIBQUAL+ ?
 It's a survey that’s been used by over 1200 libraries worldwide
 It assesses three dimensions:
 Library as Place
 Affect of Service
 Information Control





 1: Making Electronic resources accessible from my home or office
 2: A library Web site enabling me to locate information on my own
 3: The printed library materials I need for my work
 4: The electronic information resources I need
 5: Modern equipment that lets me easily access needed information
 6: Easy-to-use access tools that allow me to find things on my own
 7: Making information easily accessible for independent use
 8: Print and/or electronic journal collections I require for my work
FORMER JOURNALS A-Z SEARCH (PT. 1)
FORMER JOURNALS A-Z SEARCH (PT.2)
NEW JOURNALS A-Z LIST – JULY 2016
ENHANCED JOURNALS A-Z – SPLASH PAGE 
FEBRUARY 2017
ENHANCEMENTS TO JOURNALS FINDER–BROWZINE 
FEBRUARY 2017
ENHANCEMENTS TO JOURNALS FINDER–
BROWZINE FEBRUARY 2017
ENHANCEMENTS TO JOURNALS FINDER–
BROWZINE FEBRUARY 2017
ENHANCEMENTS TO JOURNALS FINDER–
FEBRUARY 2017
WHY WAS THIS ENHANCEMENT IMPLEMENTATION 
SUCCESSFUL?     
 Aligns with library priorities / Future Plan
 Good relationships and buy-in from colleagues
 Relatively low cost – no additional budget line item
Manageable workflows
No IT support outside of library required
 Good 3rd party vendor support and documentation
MEANINGFUL ANALYSIS OF OUR 
ENHANCEMENT
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